
The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5043-Carson was already aware of his true identity and knew his
father was James. However, he hardly had any interaction

with James before. The only time they met was when

James was hiding inside a cof n.

“James died an entrapoch ago. You shouldn’t resent him anymore. Let bygones be bygones.”

“You’re asking me to let it go? Then why haven’t you let it go? If you already did, why are you hiding in
the Dark World?

With your current strength, you’ll have a say in the Endlos’ Ten Districts if you leave the Dark World. You
can snatch the

Endlos Heart from Zaden and become the new Endlos Lord.”

Wyot was rendered speechless by his words.

Carson continued, saying, “I’ve never acknowledged James as my father. It was you who guided me since
I was a child.

You’ve always been my father. Plus, Mother has always only loved you. You should go look for her instead
of hiding in this

darkness.”

Wyot was trying to persuade Carson to let go of the past, but instead, he was being scolded by Carson.
He sighed

helplessly.

Carson cursed at him, “Coward. If I had your level of cultivation, I would never stay here.”

After leaving a few words, Carson turned around and left. Wyot looked toward the unknown dark space
in the distance.

He thought to himself, ‘Can I leave? Absolutely not.’

Wyot stayed in Mount Hetsema for a reason.

Mount Hetsema was located at the Dark World’s edge.

After he comprehended the Endlos Light, he gained insight into some mysteries of the Endlos. The
Extraterrestrial

Demons were going to make a comeback and in ltrate the Endlos. The Dark World’s edge was an
important passage.

He guarded the place because he wanted to use Mount Hetsema to resist the Extraterrestrial Army’s
advances. For the

sake of the living beings of the Endlos’ Ten Districts, he could not leave.

Otherwise, the Extraterrestrial Army’s in ltration could not be stopped, and they would easily enter the
Endlos if he were to

leave Mount Hetsema. Countless lives would be lost if that were to happen.

He would rather not have obtained the Endlos Light if he had a choice. He would not have to shoulder
the burden if he

never received it. However, since he had already gained insight into the future, he must ful ll his mission
of protecting the

Endlos.

Wyot closed his eyes, and a few tears rolled down his face.

In another area of Mount Hetsema, Carson stood at a cliff. The breeze ruf ed his long black hair,
blocking his sight and

making it hard for him to see clearly.

Carson shouted, “Argh!!!

“Why?! God, why are you so unfair to me? I was blessed with talent, but why must I have such a horrible
fate?”

Carson was unwilling to give in to his fate. If not for his identity, he would be an exceptional cultivator
no matter which race

he was.

However, he was an illegitimate child who did not dare to appear in public. He could neither go to the
Dooms nor did he

dare to approach the humans. He was afraid to see his mother. At the same time, he could not even see
his father

anymore.

Carson was angry about his life and blamed his biological father for everything.
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